The valve bus position monitor
The valve bus position monitor is belonged to intelligentize and
internet measurement and control field, which internally install
with AS-I or DeviceNet (CPU) and HALL sensor. It’s used for
real-time online analysis in judging the position of valves, and
it can connect the valve to internet by the AS-Interface contract
agreement, which exchange information and communication. It
can achieve the intelligentize recognition, location, track,
monitor and manage by above all. The valve monitor is a new
bus monitor machine, which can realize the position of valve
by AS-I or DeviceNet bus agreement. It can transform the
position of valve to the digital signal of hex system by the
independent FCS system or DCS and FCS subsystem that is
form with connecting two-core cable and web of things’ host
and PC. The intelligentize and internet monitor of valves are
achieved by PC (PLC).

GEKO Solenoid
GKV 5/6 series 3/2 normal close or 5/2 unicoil and twin coil solenoid have anodic oxidation aluminum alloy body and
stainless body. The gas port is G1/4” (or NPT) thread. Every solenoid takes with two 3/2 and 5/2 NAMUR standard installed
connect plate, and it’s used for controlling the single acting and double acting pneumatic actuator.

The product adopt the fixed O-ring technology, which has
auto-clear function that can eject the impurity and greasy
dirt and dust in the air out of the body. There isn’t no
blowhole on the surface because of environmental
technology. The breathing cavity connect with exhaust vent,
and it can prevent the life of product furthest.

GKVM 231 micro solenoid:

GEKO Solenoid

10: Single electronic
control
20: Double electronic
control
2W3P/2W5P
Exchange

Normal coil
Low-power
consumption coil

Feature: 1. 3W2P normally close
2. Manual operation
3. 1/4 or 1/8 BSPP on NPT

5: Aluminum body

4. Directly installed in the actuator

6: Stainless steel body

5. 40mm air filter
6. Cv=0.15

Additional switch options and technical issues, please consult the company.

The ALSD discrete type controller that has AS-Interface
functional card mainly supports the product of mainstream
PLC/DCS manufacturers. Its best feature is connecting
directly the AS-I to the control system of client. Some card
even support the independent two AS-I internet. The card can
communicate with the A/B address module. Every card can
control 62 module internets.

GKS-100 Protected Series Limit Switch

Explosion Proof GKS-300
Series Limit Switch

GKS-100 Protected Series Limit Switch offers tight, economy,
stable product, many switches and high temperature and high
pressure for visual position and distant signal.

Explosion Proof GKS-300 Series Limit Switch offers
high-performance and stable product for high danger
occasion. Aluminum or stainless body, polyester coating
is deep and enduring. The body is accordance to E Ex
standard.

Feature:
1. Two-dimension visual signal, high contrast color design,
examine the position in all angle.
2. In accordance with NAMUR standard, promote
interchangeability furthest.
3. Anti-proof bolt. It wouldn’t drop when distuffing.
4. Temp:-25~80℃ Enclosure Protection: IP67

Pre-wired for standard eight terminal blocks;
many choices of terminal blocks
Stainless NAMUR shaft
Standard 1/2 terminal blocks;
1/2” NPT, G1/2”,
M20*1.5 to choose

Many choicess of switch

The cam installed by spline
and spring. It can adjust
quickly without tools.

-l prefix
-Double D
Shaft
-NAMUR
Shaft
-Polyester
Coating
-Ni-p coating

4-20mA Valve position
transmitter selection picture

Aluminum shell with polyester
powder coating, according to
NUMA4、4x standard

Selection Table

Selection Table
Optiona

Feature:
1. Two-dimension visual signal, high contrast color design,
examine the position in all angle.
2. In accordance with NAMUR standard, promote
interchangeability furthest.
3. Anti-proof bolt. It wouldn’t drop when distuffing.
4. Aluminum or stainless body, polyester coating.
5. Double connection port: double 3/4” NPT port. It can
maximum be chosen by 4 connection (G3/4”, G1/2”, 1/2”NPT,
M20*1.5 to choose)
6. Multiple-connection terminal, eight standard connection.
(many terminal to choose)
7. The cam installs by spline and spring. It can adjust quickly
without tools.
8. Explosion proof: the body in accordance to Exd Ⅱ CT6/BT6.

Type

Switch

Wiring Port

External Wiring Position

GKS-100
Achieved
Approval
IP67
NEMA4
NEMA4x
CSA

Mechanical(Passive)
M2: 2SPDT
M5: 2DPDT
MG2:Mechanism
Gilded Contact
Proximity Sensors
(Active)
PP:P&F(NAMUR)
ExiallCT6
PA: Proximity
Sensors(2or3)
Magnet Sensors
(Passive)
QA:Magnet
Sensors(2or3)
SPSTorSPDT

2-G1/2”
2-1/2”NPT
2-M20*1.5
2- M16*1.5

2External Wiring Position
4External Wiring Position
6External Wiring Position

Indicator
1- Alumnium cap (high
temperature 120℃)
2- Dome 90°indicator
3- Flat 90°indicator
4- Flat 30°indicator
5- Flat 45°indicator
6- Flat 60°indicator
7- Flat 120°indicator
8-Three way valve
“T” or “L”
9-ReverseRed-open
Yellow-close

NAMUR
Bracket
(Carbon Steel)
MB1.0:30*80 H:20
MB1.0: 30*80 H:20
MB1.1: 30*130 H:30~50
MB2.3:30*80(130) H:20~30
Stainless steel(SS304
SS316) to choose

Optiona
-l prefix
-Double D
Shaft
-NAMUR
Shaft
-Polyester
Coating

Type

Switch

GKS-300
Achieved
Approval
Exia II CT6

Mechanical
(passive)
M2:2SPDT
M3:3SPDT
M4:4SPDT
M5:2DPDT
ML2:2SPDT-40℃
MG2:2SPDT
Proximity
Sensors(active)
PP:P&F(NAMUR)
ExiaIICT6
PA:Proximity Sensors
(2or3)

Exia II CT6
IP67
ATEX

-Ni-p coating IECEX

Additional technical issues, please consult the company.

Wiring Port
2-G1/2”
2-1/2”NPT
2-M20*1.5

External Wiring Position

Indicator

NAMUR
Bracket
(Carbon Steel)

2External Wiring Position
4External Wiring Position
6External Wiring Position

1- Dome 90°indicator
2- Flat 90°indicator
3- Flat 30°indicator
4- Flat 45°indicator
5- Flat 60°indicator
6- Flat 120°indicator
7- Three way valve
“T” or “L”
8- Reverse
Red-open
Yellow-close

MB3.2:30*80 H:20
MB3.3:30*80(130)
H:20~30
H:50

2-3/4’’NPT
2-G3/4”
3 or 4port to choose
Magnet sensors
QA:Magnet(2 or 3)
SPST or SPDT

Extend option
F:4~20mA
Valve position feedback

Stainless steel
(SS304, SS316) to choose

Mechanical valve positioner

Mechanical series GKEP-400 positioner

Technical parameters

The series of mechanical GKEP-400 positioner uses the
advanced structure and the technology of the standard
item plug. It’s reliable, precisely, convenient, easy. The
double acting and single acting of product, positive and
negative effect is easily switch. It has the features such as
lower air consumption, easy range adjustment, quick
respond speed, feedback stem connect easily.

Style
Input single

ＧＫＥＰ－ ４００

ＧＫＥＰ－ ４２０

Resistance
Input pressure
Motion range
Air port

Characteristics ：

Pressure gage port
Power supply port

1. 5 ~ 200Hz in the range of non-resonance
phenomenon.

Explosion proof type

2. Do not have replacement parts can be
achieved 1 / 2 points within the scope of process
control.

IP Grade
Temperature

3. The zero adjustment and span adjustment is
easily worked.

Basic error
Return error
Dead time
Material
Weigh

4. Forward and reverse, dual-role single-role and
can be easily converted between.
5. Connecting with feedback stem is easy.
6. Response quickly and accurately.
7. Low air consumption, the economy is good.

Die-cast Aluminum

Position Transmitters

8. For small executive body can reduce the
positioning device to prevent shocks Orifice.

Input type
Input single
Output single
Resistance

Selection Table

Motion range

Positioner

Motion type
R:Rotary
L: Linear

Series
400:E-P Positioner(Electric-Gas)
420:P-P Positioner(Gas-Electric)

Built-in unit
T: 4~20mA Position
transmitter
B: Limit switch
feedback
Explosion proof
Acting
d: Exd || BT6
D:Double acting
i: Exia || CT6
S:Single acting
n: Normal

Throttle orifice
1：Air consumption
less than90cm3
2：Air consumption
less than90~180cm3
3：Air consumption
more than90~180cm3

Noise range
Adjustable range
IP Grade
Linear error
Sensitivity
Return error
Hysteresis
Supply voltage
Explosion proof

Zero

Built-in switch feedback
Linear

Rotary E/P

Rotary P/P

Explosion proof
Electric switch
Magnetic switch
Additional technical issues, please consult the company.

Additional switch options and technical issues, please consult the company.

Full

Die-cast Aluminum

Smart GK-2300 series positioner
Smart GK-2300 series positioner is two-wire system instrument. It’s widely used for the auto-control system of oil,
chemical, electric, metallurgy, light industry and so on as supporting control unit.
Smart GK-2300 series positioner receives the input signal of 4-20 ma delivered into controller, and it exchanges the
signal to set valves of valve position by A/D exchange. It receives the actual the signal of valve position at the same
time. The above two signal calculate and handle by control software, so it can drive the valve position to set point
by controlling the intake and exhaust of phenematics actuator.

Smart valve positioner
Technical parameters
Air pressure
Gas Index

Stable air consumption
Acting type

Smart GK-2300 series positioner is the high-performance electricity /gas positioner that is based on micro
processing technology. It can well overcome the friction and unbalanced force and promote the response speed of
adjustment, for positioning quickly and correctly. It not only can replace traditional electricity/gas valve positioner,
but also switch directly in the HART internet for achieving the exchange of controlling system’s information.

Motion range
Electricity input
Input and

Feature:
1. High accuracy, up 0.5% F.S
2. The operation is without opening the body, a high level of
protection can operate locally.
3. Explosion-proof, safe and reliable.
4. Simple structure, small size, can install on a small actuator.
5. Auto-tuning, automatic diagnosis, the valve characteristic
curve can configure by the settings.
6. Fewer mechanical parts, good resistance of resonance.
7. The parameter can set locally and remotely.
8. Low power consumption, low air consumption, low running
costs.
9 two-wire 4 ~ 20mA standard signal.
10. Built-in lightning protection module, avoid the damage of
lightning stroke.

Output

Display Way

Operation

Product option

Single
Double

Explosion
Proof

Non
Exd || CT6

Valve Position
Feedback
Output

4~20ma output
Two way electronic
switch output
Two way route
switch output Non

Communication

Pressure gage
module

Pressure gage
Non

Fault protection

Reset
Lock

Additional technical issues, please consult the company.

Joint, Self-locking protection
2 way 24V 2A limit switch, 2 way electric switch

Piezo Valve Switch frequency

Communication

fault-free action time over 2 billion in average
Liner, percentage (1:25, 1:33, 1:50)、quick-opening、
custom 20 curve for customer
HART

LCD

Two row seven position, size 22*38mm

opening

0-100%, rotary opening display

Pressure gage

Two-three to choose, display the pressure of import and export
Self-tuning for zero,full scale,minimum dead-time,
minimum prognosis

Self-diagnosis
Local operation

Diagnose for adjust, overrun, block an so on
Three button in front panel, manual operate locally the
switching of valve
0.1~10% adjustable

Linearity
Precision

Sensitivity
Repeatability
Temperature

d

Humidity
Environment

Shakeproof
IP Grade
Explosion proof

HART
Non

External rotation
Rotation indication
opening indication Non

Linear 10~100mm, Rotary 30~50°
4~20mA Dc, minimum input electricity>3.6mA;
Origin and destination of split control is settable

Switch output

Dead-time

Linear
Rotary

Acting Type

Switch input

Self-tuning
Configuration

Single acting, double acting

Feedback output

Output characteristic correction

Selection Table

Motion Type

Valve leakage

Protection level

Exd || CT6

Wire-wire: 65V
Wire-ground: below 700V

Lightning
Protection

Wire-wire: below 4ns
Response time
Output the lightning current

Wire-ground: below 20ns
10KA~8/20 uS waveform

Weight
Configuration

Size
Shell material

Aluminum alloy

